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By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government editor
After lengthy debate, the Student Senate unani-
mously voted Wednesday to place a referendum on
the Feb. 22 special election ballot asking students if
they want the campus to be smoke free indoors.
Eastern President David Jorns, who said he is
“very much in favor” of a smoke-free campus, attend-
ed the senate meeting to field questions and to urge
the senate to make a recommendation to him regard-
ing the issue.
“I hope you will act as quickly as possible,” he
said. “The Staff and Faculty senates have spoken,
and it’s clear what they want.”
Both senates recommended to Jorns last week
that smoking be prohibited in all rooms of all cam-
pus buildings except University Housing rooms after
a campus-wide survey indicated that the majority of
faculty and students are in favor of the plan.
The senate will base its recommendation on the
results of the referendum.
“How well the students want to be listened to will
determine how many students show up to vote,” said
Senate Speaker Chris Boyster.
Senate member Jeff Zilch said he is opposed to
establishing a smoke-free campus because some stu-
dents like to smoke while they’re studying and their
roommates might not want them smoking in their
rooms.
Jorns answered Zilch by stating, “We don’t allow
you to study in the nude or drink Jack Daniels while
you’re studying either. There are other examples,
however absurd, that we don’t allow you to do.”
Senate member Deanna Smothers said a smoke-
free campus would be “really hard on off-campus stu-
dents” because they would have to go all day without
smoking if they don’t have time to return home
between classes.
Jorns said this should not necessarily be a factor
in the senate’s decision because smoking is “a health
hazard.”
“It’s not like eating or taking insulin,” he said.
“And if students really need to smoke, they presum-
ably have cars, or there is always the great out-
doors.”
By SHERYL SUE SIDWELL
Staff writer
Temperatures dropped  Wed-
nesday making it the coldest
day so far this winter, local
weather observer Dalias Price
said.
Wednesday’s high reached
16 degrees,  while the low
dropped to a chilling 3 degrees.
Price predicted Wednesday
will go on record as one of the
coldest days of 1995.
Tuesday night the wind chill
plunged to 20 below zero, he
added.
The average temperature for
this day in history is about 30
degrees.
Eastern Physical Plant Di-
rector Ted Weidner said the
university has not experienced
any major problems such as
frozen pipes or leaks resulting
from the inclement weather.
“For some reason, we have
some heating systems acting
peculiarly,” Weidner said, add-
ing he was unsure whether the
various malfunctions that have
occurred could be traced to the
recent arctic temperatures.
Price does not expect the
cold air, which moved in from
Canada, to stick around the
Charleston area past the
weekend. Temperatures next
week will likely hover around
the 40-degree mark. 
“Around the first of the week
we might get precipitation in
the form of  either rain or
snow,” he said.
Price said more than five
inches of snow fell on Charl-
eston this week, bringing the
snowfall total for the year to
more than 11 inches.
Price said the Midwest is
not the only region of the coun-
try experiencing unseasonably
cold conditions.
“The eastern half  of  the
country is getting the brunt of
the cold wave,” he said. “There
has been fear that some of the
winter season crops will be
affected by the cold.”
In addition to freezing tem-
peratures, more than a foot of
snow has been dumped on the
New England states, he said.
JOHN COX/Staff photographer
Greg Jones (right) and Joe Jones take their first break from removing snow from the sidewalks
since 4 a.m. Wednesday morning. Charleston received more than five inches of snow this week. 
As the mercury plummets
16-degree temperatures for year’s coldest day
By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor
Rep. Mike Weaver, R-
Ashmore, said he expects a
bill calling for the elimination
of the Board of Governors to
come before the entire Illinois
House for a vote today.
Weaver introduced a bill in
the House that would replace
the BOG and Board of
Regents with individual gov-
erning bodies for seven of the
eight universities in the two
systems.
The BOG is the governing
body for Eastern, Western
Illinois, Northeastern,  Chi-
cago State and Governors
State universities.
Weaver’s bill has been held
up for some time in the House
to allow for changes in its
length and structure. 
“Right now, we are sitting
right where we need to be in
terms of the number of votes
we need,” Weaver said. “All of
the problems (representatives
had) with the bill have been
hammered out.
“I am continually becoming
optimistic with the bill,”
Weaver added. “We have not
gotten any direct turndowns
concerning the bill.”
Weaver said some Demo-
crats have opposed the bill,
although several have
expressed their support with
him privately. “This (the prob-
lems with the bill) has been
pure politics from day one.”
A similar bill has also been
introduced in the Senate,
which Weaver expects to




to be placed on ballot
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
Dwindling money and a
lack of space have left several
art classes in Buzzard Build-
ing without a place to move
when the building is renovat-
ed later this year.
“There is only one definite
thing, (the art department)
will no longer be in the
Buzzard Building,” said Ted
Weidner, director of the
Physical Plant. “As of right
now, no one knows where
they will be moving to.”
Two art studios on the first
floor of Buzzard, which occu-
py about 5,000 square feet,




In February 1993, Gov. Jim
Edgar announced an $11.3
million plan to renovate the
building, which was original-
ly built in 1958 as a labora-
tory school for education
majors. Renovation plans are
being drawn by the project’s
architects.
Weidner said Physical
Plant officials, along with
representatives of the art
department and the College
of Arts and Humanities, have
Art classes to lose
rooms during the
Buzzard renovation
Weaver: Kill bill to come to a
vote today before entire House
• Weaver resigns from Eastern to devote
more time to legislature. Page 3.
† See BUZZARD Page 2
• See SENATE Page 2
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would like to announce the outstanding achievements of its members.




David Lair Jamie Motejzik












Mark McCully Brian Shore
Ryan Schultz Thomas Skinner
FROM PAGE ONE
The senate also unanimously ap-
proved a referendum to be placed on
the Feb. 22 ballot that proposes a
Student Activity Fee increase of $4.50
per semester.
According to a resolution submitted
by Jeff Kocis, vice president for finan-
cial affairs, the increase would serve to
meet “the rise of inflation, tuition and
the increases in costs to provide need-
ed services.”
“We’re at a point where fee money
hasn’t been raised in eight years,”
Kocis said. “We have a choice of cutting
services, charging admission fees to
things like the Rec Center or increas-
ing the fees.”
Both referendums must be approved
by Student Body President Blake
Wood before appearing on the Feb. 22
ballot. Wood said he will either ap-
prove or veto the referendums within a
week.
If he vetoes the referendums, they
will go back to the senate where a two-
thirds majority vote can override his
veto.
Also at Wednesday’s meeting:
• The senate approved senate mem-
ber Dave Greenstein as the senate sec-
retary.
• Freshman history and secondary
education major Lauren Borck was
approved to serve on the Apportion-
ment Board.
Borck is a member of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority and a member of the
adopt-a-school program at Lincoln
Elementary School in Charleston.
• The senate accepted the resigna-
tion of senate member Beth Romano,
who cited a class conflict.
have been examining possi-
ble future locations for the
classes.
“So far, the art depart-
ment has looked at renting
space temporarily and has
looked briefly at adding on to
the Burl Ives (Art Studio),”
Weidner said. “They haven’t
looked at adding on to the
Fine Arts Building yet.”
Rental locations under
consideration by the depart-
ment are all off campus and
include a closed Honda deal-
ership at 11th Street and
Lincoln Avenue.
“We’re looking for one
space or possibly more than
one space (for the studios),”
said Jim Johnson, dean of
the College of Arts and
Humanities. “We may find it
is necessary to put the stu-
dios in two different loca-
tions.”
The college has been
examining the situation
since last spring, Johnson
added.
“It is still very early in the
process,” Johnson said.
“Right now, we are not writ-
ing out any possibilities.”
The Buzzard project was
scheduled to begin this fall,
but was delayed because the
architect’s original plan for
the building reportedly came
in over the $11.3 million fig-
ure. The renovations for the
building, which almost 3,000
students use daily, will be
paid for using bond funds.
Weidner said he did not
know when the art classes
would be forced to move. The
final renovation drawings
are expected to be finished
by either March or April,
when construction compa-




† From Page 1
• From Page 1
WASHINGTON (AP) –
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
said today he was willing to
meet with a federal mediator
to discuss ways to settle the
protracted baseball strike, but
said he thought congressional
intervention would be “a very
bad idea.’’ 
Telling reporters that he
and Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole were prepared to dis-
cuss the situation with W.J.
Usery, Gingrich also reiterated
that he thought Congress
should be focusing on other
issues.
“The fact is, if you start set-
tling (labor disputes) industry
by industry, how many should
we solve,’’ he said. “I just think
it’s a very bad idea to politicize
it.’’ Gingrich said he did not
think that Congress had “the
wisdom to intervene in a sin-
gle industry that has nothing
to do with national safety.’’
“We are not in a position
today to rush into any deci-
sion. I am not closing the door.
... I just do not think that
Congress should rush into it,’’
he said. “I just think the U.S.
Congress should be very cau-
tious. ... The United States
government has enough things
it’s doing badly, illegal immi-
gration being an example, that
if this Congress just does right
the things that we already
should have been doing, I
think we would have had a
fantastic decade....’’ 
Gingrich’s comments came
the day after President
Clinton gave up his efforts to
settle the six-month major
league baseball strike.
Clinton said he wanted
Congress to “step up to the
plate’’ to save the 1995 season.
However, Labor Secretary
Robert Reich said today that
“if the president is going to
have the authority to lock
heads and force arbitration,
Congress has got to give it to
him.’’ 
“If the American public
wants baseball in 1995 they’ve
got to let their views be
known,’’ Reich said on ABC’s
“Good Morning America.’’
Reich said Clinton was busy
with serious national and
international problems, but “a
lot of people care about base-
ball and the president wanted
to give it his all. At least he
tried.’’ 
Reich also remarked about
what he called “a wellspring of
difference – even bitterness
between these parties.’’ 
Gene Orza, the No. 2 man in
the union, denied there was
hatred, but he said, “There are
some substantial and real
obstacles. We’re talking about
hundreds of millions of dollars
that are separating us and
substantial player freedom
issues.’’ 
Representatives of the play-
ers and owners left the capital
sniping at each other and
seeming to be further apart
than they’ve been since the
strike began Aug. 12.
Orza called mediator W.J.
Usery “senile’’ to his face while
rejecting a proposed agree-
ment. Players and owners,
summoned to the White House
for meetings Tuesday night,
talked to Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore – but not to
each other.
“I have done all I could to
change this situation. Clearly
they are not capable of settling
this strike without an umpire,’’
Clinton said.
“This is not a request for a
congressionally imposed solu-
tion,’’ he said of potential legis-
lation to require binding arbi-
tration. “It is a request for the
only process we have left to us
to find a solution through neu-
tral parties.
Gingrich: Strike intervention
is a ‘bad idea’ for Congress
AMUNDSEN-SCOTT
SOUTH POLE STATION,
Antarctica (AP) – During
supper at the South Pole
base cafeteria, several din-
ers edged up to the cook and
quietly spoke the word that
strikes terror in Antarctica:
fire.
They didn’t want to cause
a panic, but they told the
cook – who is also the fire
marshal – they heard the
fire alarm tootling under
piped-in soul music.
Marshal Emily Buesser
was out of the kitchen in a
flash, raising the alarm with
other volunteer firefighters
among the 140-some people
at the polar base.
Buesser, from Putney, Vt.,
and several other firefight-
ers investigated the kitchen,
then realized the tootling
was no alarm, but a flute
playing the background of a
Marvin Gaye tune. A huge
sigh of relief went all round.
When the nearest fire
department is 840 miles
away, you can’t call in pro-
fessionals in an emergency.
This South Pole station
depends on volunteers.
The humidity at the pole
is perpetually zero, and
many of the buildings under
the geodesic dome at the
U.S. base are insulated ply-
wood, without any drywall
fire protection.
“This place is a tinder-
box,’’ said Johnny Smith of
Winnsboro, Texas, a plumb-
er who is one of the polar
firefighters. “You could prob-
ably light one of these build-
ings by touching a match to
it.’’ 
That’s why the polar fire
crew practices often, includ-
ing the day after the kitchen
fire scare, when there was a
drill: “They had everything
there within two minutes;
they could have charged
Hell with a bucket of water,’’
Smith said.
“We have to take fire seri-
ously, it’s probably our
biggest danger here,’’ said
J.P. Parland, the station
manager at the U.S.
National Science Found-
ation research station.
“Most of the buildings under
the dome are plywood, so
they would go up real quick-
ly.’’
Fire on ice
Possible fire regarded as 
the terror of the South Pole

















Musicians, if you like to Groove
Check Out “Sittin’ an’ Jam Night”
w/ Charleston Newest, Tightest, 
Blues - Rock Band
“Groove Tuna”
Former Shadoobee & Sweet Leaf members
•B ring your axe  •Sit in with the Band
Prizes for best guest singer
“Blues”       Catfish & the Sharks       “Blues”
$100 Long Necks, 50¢ off All Import Bottles
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Tapestries Fine Dining & Tea Room
Bell’s Flower Corner
Present:
Valentines Day Dream Date Contest
Grand Prize: Dinner for two at Tapestries. Dessert with Dinner from 
“TCBY”. One Dozen roses from Bell’s Flower Corner
Second Prize: Lunch for two at Tapestries. Dessert with lunch 
from  “TCBY”
Third Prize: Three holiday pies from “TCBY”
Fourth Prize: One flower arrangement from Bell’s Flower Corner
Come in and register at any one or all three locations Friday, Saturday, 
and Sunday February 10, 11, 12
Drawing will be held Monday, February 13 at 1:00 pm at Tapestries.




Tapestries Fine Dining 
& Tea Room






Melody Wright, a graduate student with a master’s degree in organ performance, prac-




Ike’s Little Campus officially
re-opened under new manage-
ment Wednesday afternoon
after the owners were issued a
liquor license from the city and
a permit from the Coles
County Health Department.
Mark Stoltz, president of
the corporation that owns
Ike’s, said several changes had
to be made before the Health
Department would issue a per-
mit to re-open the tavern. City
Liquor Commissioner Dan
Cougill issued the bar a Class
C liquor license as soon as the
serving permit was issued
Tuesday.
“We had a lot of cleaning
and changes to make, but
nothing major,” Stoltz said.
Jeff Willis, Ike’s manager,
said the owners worked 16-
hour days to open the bar on
time.
“You can tell how much
cleaner it is just when you
walk in the place,” Willis said.
“From now on, our employees
will be cleaning during every
shift.”
Four area residents signed a
lease Jan. 31, forming a corpo-
ration to own the tavern in
University Village.
Ike’s closed in December
after the rent increased, for-
mer co-owner William
Ackerman said last month.
Ackerman also said the bar’s
closing was influenced by last
year’s City Council decision to
increase the bar-entry age
from 19 to 21.
Stolz, Michael Wrye and Ira
Barrett, all of Charleston, and
Steve Poffinbarger of Mattoon
are the new owners of the bar.
Barrett is also the owner of the
University Village complex. 
Willis said he has received
numerous phone calls about
the tavern’s re-opening date.
“Tonight we’ll be immov-
able,” Willis said Wednesday.
“I’ve had 20 phone calls from
students wanting to know
when we’re going to open.”
Barrett said the bar is cur-
rently open and the kitchen
will be available to customers
in two weeks.
“Until the kitchen is remod-
eled, restaurants are welcome
to deliver their food right to





N.J. (AP) – More than 700
Rutgers University stu-
dents rallied Wednesday to
demand the school presi-
dent’s resignation, refusing
to accept his apology for a
remark about race and test
scores.
A day after a sit-in at
center court stopped a bas-
ketball game, a mixture of
minority and white stu-
dents gathered at the state
university’s main campus
to listen to speakers and
shout slogans such as “All
Power to the Students.”
“If you’re putting a bas-
ketball in a hoop you are
OK with this university,”
said one speaker, senior
Rodney Jackson. “If you
are a person of color doing
anything besides that you
have no respect at this uni-
versity.” 
Rally organizers had
called on students to walk
out of classes to join the
rally, but many students
chose to stay in class.
President Francis
Lawrence has repeatedly
said his remark was a mis-
take and not what he
meant, but some students
and faculty insist he must
resign to end a racial crisis
at the state’s flagship uni-
versity.
At an afternoon news
conference, Lawrence
blamed the controversy on
a misunderstanding.
“They’ve made their
statements, and now no
further disruptions will be
appropriate,” Lawrence
said of the protesters.
Rutgers students
protest president
Rep. Mike Weaver, R-
Ashmore, announced Wednes-
day he will resign as a mem-
ber of the faculty at Eastern,
where he has been  since 1979.
Weaver has been an instruc-
tor at Eastern, both on a full
and part-time basis for nearly
16 years in the Lumpkin
College of Business.
He said he has valued his
time spent at Eastern, but he
now needs to devote his atten-
tion to issues in the state
Legislature. 
“As one of the few classroom
teachers in the Legislature, I
was able to speak with experi-
ence on educational issues,
even though in the minority
and unable to control such leg-
islation,” Weaver stated in a
press release.
“I am deeply appreciative of
the years of great experience
provided by Eastern, and I am
reluctantly taking this step to
better serve the university and
the 106th District,” Weaver
added.
Weaver was recently
appointed chairman of the
House Appropriations Comm-
ittee for Education and vice
chairman of the House Higher
Education Committee. In
these positions, Weaver will
control the state’s budget for
all education as well as have a
direct influence on issues
affecting higher education.
“I am now in a position to
guide legislation that would
directly affect (Eastern) and do
not want even a hint of a con-
flict of interest to arise, so I
feel compelled to end my
employment with Eastern,”
the press release said.
Weaver is currently sponsor-
ing a bill expected to come
before the full House for a vote
today that calls for the elimi-
nation of the Board of Gover-
nors, Eastern’s governing body.
– Staff report
Weaver resigns from Eastern
NEW YORK (AP) – In an important step
for finding treatments for Alzheimer’s dis-
ease, scientists have developed a strain of
mice that get a similar brain disease as they
age.
Experts said it was the best result yet from
years of attempts to reproduce Alzheimer’s in
mice, which can be used to study the disease
and test treatments.
“It’s a big, big step forward,’’ said Dr. John
Trojanowski of the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, who was not
involved in the new research.
“This clearly stands head and shoulder
above all of the other published or unpub-
lished (results with) mice I have seen or read
about.’’ The work is presented in Thursday’s
issue of the journal Nature by scientists at
Athena Neurosciences Inc. of South San
Francisco and researchers elsewhere.
New strain of mice created
for Alzheimer’s research
4THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1995
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
The arrogance of the student athletes and
the disgustingly conciliatory attitude of the
administration to pander to baseless Title IX
complaints should leave a bad taste in every-
one’s mouth.
A student protest Thursday capped off a
decision by the univer-
sity to backpeddle on
its decision to eliminate
men’s swimming and
wrestling in accordance with Title IX. After the
threat of an unwinnable lawsuit and objections
by narrow-minded student athletes and their
parents, the university has now asked the
Office of Civil Rights to consider a new propos-
al that would keep the two sports and add
women’s golf.
This new plan defies reasoning. It includes at
least an additional $100,000, which President
David Jorns and Athletic Director Bob McBee
admit the school has no idea how to get.
Title IX is a legitimate attempt to do what
colleges have not been able to: create equal
opportunities for men and women on the colle-
giate level. Administrators claim they have
never had the money. In reality, they haven’t
been willing to make the cuts.
There are two options when addressing Title
IX: either expand your athletic program to
make it equal or cut back your athletic program
to make it equal. Cutting the two sports reflect-
ed the fiscal realities on higher education and a
dedication to equality.
The campus should riot if the administration
could magically come up with money to fund
new sports. Doing so would reveal an unholy
prioritization of sports over academics.
Students at the protest were chanting “Save
the males.” Save the males? One would argue
if opportunities were equal to begin with,
Eastern would have never had a wrestling
team or a swim team.
It all comes down to simple math. Eastern
simply cannot afford to save the two sports
and create two more women’s sports without
taking a serious chunk from Eastern’s pocket-
book.
And that is a fact self-righteous athletes and
an unrealistic administration cannot change.




The lawsuit filed in October
by The Daily Eastern News
seeking several University
Police reports on sexual assaults
generated a great deal of pub-
licity, including a report on the
CBS Evening News.
The story made national
news because access to campus
crime information is a big issue
among campus media through-
out the country and with
national journalism organiza-
tions such as the Society of
Professional Journalists.
The News lost its suit in Coles County Circuit Court
over the requirements of the Illinois Freedom of
Information Act. However, because of the suit, the News
did obtain most of the information it wanted.
The university refused to turn over the reports, citing
the law’s provision that disclosure was not required of
information which would result in a “clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.”
With all names removed, there is no issue of privacy.
The Board of Governor’s attorney recognized this fact
because he did not turn over to the newspaper’s attor-
ney copies of the sexual assault reports with all names
blacked out.
Since the newspaper obtained these reports and
already knew the name of one of the sexual assault vic-
tims anyway, it did not appeal the Circuit Court decision.
Still, the issue about names is troubling. The authority
of government officials to use privacy as a guise to keep
names from being disclosed is open to abuse.
Police departments routinely give out reports with all
names included, but when such disclosures could
embarrass influential people, there could be pressure on
police to bring out the old privacy claim to keep such
information under wraps.
Although I don’t think Eastern officials ever have
made any conscious effort to do so, the cover-up of
negative crime news has been a common occurrence on
college campuses throughout the United States for
many years.
For several years, some colleges used the Federal
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) – also known
as the Buckley Amendment – to keep campus crime
news from the public. The Buckley Amendment pro-
hibits schools from releasing information about students’
“education records.”
In July 1992, President George Bush signed into law
language which specifies that campus law enforcement
unit records are not “education records” under Buckley.
Some public colleges are
now sending complaints about
student criminal activities to
campus disciplinary committees
rather than to the campus
police. Campus police records
normally would be open to
public inspection under state
law, but student disciplinary
records and hearings may not
be.
In addition, new U.S.
Department of Education regu-
lations issued Jan. 15 state that
all student disciplinary records are “education records”
subject to FERPA.
The Illinois Freedom of Information Act exempts stu-
dent disciplinary records from public disclosure. Also,
student disciplinary hearings – like those conducted by
Eastern’s Judicial Board – do not have to be open to the
public under the Illinois Open Meetings Act. In addition,
my reading of the law is that the university judicial board
is not even subject to the law’s provisions because it
does not meet the definition of a “public body.”
Debate has raged nationwide about the propriety of
public access to student disciplinary records and hear-
ings. College judicial affairs officers claim the process is
designed to rehabilitate offenders. They argue that mak-
ing the process public would overly embarrass both the
accused and the accuser and would hinder rehabilitation.
Advocates of openness claim that students, parents
and the general public need to know about criminal mis-
conduct on campus. Allowing records and hearings to
be closed, they say, gives university officials the oppor-
tunity to cover-up negative news.
In regard to disciplinary hearings, the new federal
regulations state that “FERPA does not prevent an insti-
tution from opening disciplinary proceedings to the pub-
lic.” Thus, federal law does not require that such pro-
ceedings be closed.
Therefore, Eastern legally could allow hearings of
Eastern’s Judicial Affairs to be open. That’s an issue that
should be taken up on campus, particularly now that a
committee is being formed to rewrite the Student
Conduct Code.
Is public access to campus crime information more
important than concerns about individual privacy and
rehabilitation?
It’s time for a campus wide debate.
– James Tidwell is a communications law professor in
the journalism department and a guest columnist for The
Daily Eastern News.
Dear editor:
Members of the campus commu-
nity should be alerted to one of the
provisions of State Rep. Mike
Weaver’s bill to reorganize higher
education.
The bill specifies that the pro-
posed local Board of Trustees for
Eastern will “prescribe the courses of
study to be followed, and textbooks
and apparatus to be used.”
This unprecedented arrangement
represents micro management of
ideas, materials and methods to be
offered in the classroom – a gross
intrusion upon academic freedom.
By analogy, it is similar to giving a
board of trustees of a hospital the
power to prescribe the operations,
procedures and instruments that
doctors must employ in the practice
of medicine.
But it is worse than that, for the
board at Eastern will have the power
to impose its ideals and values on
the students.
Students will have one set of ideas
and values from which to choose –
that of the board.
I urge all members of the campus
community to ask our legislators and
senators to strike such a dangerous




As often happens when you are
a lawyer, I was asked by a friend if I
could help his son, who is a sopho-
more at Eastern. I have been both
surprised and distressed over what
I have found.
The young man I represent was
arrested at the Panther Lounge on a
Saturday evening back in
November, and since he was only
20, he was charged with a violation
of city ordinance – a minor fre-
quenting a liquor establishment.
He was also charged with pos-
sessing a fake identification card,
which was not a driver’s license,
but “an identification card from
Indiana.”
I understand such fake IDs are in
plentiful supply at Eastern. Anyone
– and I mean anyone – could look
at the photo and know it was not
the young man charged.
Eight other students were also
arrested that evening and charged
with similar violations. A year ago,
none of them would have been
guilty of any offense. I have since
learned that this has been an emo-
tional and difficult issue in
Charleston.
I assume the change in the law
was motivated by a genuine com-
mitment to addressing the problem
of underage drinking, which is a
widespread problem on college
campuses.
When those nine individuals
appeared in court last month,
seven of them, without attorneys
and unaware of the consequences,
pled guilty. I suspect many of them
never told their parents of the
charges. The Honorable Judge Dale
Cini imposed the maximum fine
permitted by the ordinance – $500
for each violation.
In addition, Judge Cini has
ordered both the city and state’s
attorneys to send notice of the con-
viction to Secretary of State George
Ryan. In the last several weeks,
some of the students who pled
guilty have received word from
Ryan that their driver’s license will
be suspended for a period of one
year.
My client, a 20-year-old college
student who bought no liquor and
walked to the bar, faces a $1,000
fine and losing his driver’s license
for a year if found guilty. Something
seems wrong with this approach.
Strict guidelines and consistent
enforcement can help, but we fool
ourselves if we think we can obtain
this fire with a few buckets of water
scattered about.
I don’t know if these new ordi-
nances help to alleviate the prob-
lem, or simply shift the location of
the drinking. I do know that one of
the most essential tenets of any
system of justice is that the punish-
ment must bear some reasonable
relationship to the offense.
I don’t believe the fines imposed
to do that. If we want students to
be responsible for their conduct,
the fines imposed should be direct-
ed at them, and commensurate
with their ability to pay. And losing
a driver’s license, which does not
seem to have any relationship to
what took place here, does nothing
but impair the ability of that student
to earn college tuition over the
summer.
In the end, the hard line
approach seems to reflect our frus-
tration over the inability to control
this problem, rather than a rea-
soned approach to dealing with it.
There must be a better way. Can













Limited access to information a problem
“With all names
removed, there




A major problem with race relations are precon-
ceived ideas and perceptions that promote fear – the
fear that restrains individuals from moving ahead and
overcoming stereotypes.
I came to Eastern because I wanted to meet others
who are my age and of various ethnicities. I lived in a
predominately black neighborhood, attended an all-
black grade school and high school with no contact
with others of different ethnicities except for my teach-
ers and those that I have or my parents have conducted
business with in public places.
I came to Eastern finally, and was elated to see that
African-American students stuck together and looked
after one another. I was also surprised to see that non-
blacks were friendly and welcoming to blacks.
In my experience, some of the non-blacks that I met
would come around to speak, talk and visit. It was fan-
tastic. At this point, I realized that there were good
non-blacks out there and that one race was no better or
worse than another. Then, suddenly the visitations, con-
versations and interaction stopped.
As soon as black students and non-black students
formed their own cliques or became greeks, some of
them stuck with their own races and the preconceptions
once again emerged. These misconceptions are holding
us back.
When talking about race relations or attending social
events sponsored by the African Americans, it seems
apparent (in my opinion) that some, not all, non-blacks
don’t want to have anything to do with neither issue.
It’s the same vice-versa.
I heard the following stereotypes: The Black Student
Union is for blacks only, the Latin American Student
Organization is for Hispanics only, all blacks know how
to do is curse and fight, all whites belong to a secret
society to conspire against and destroy all non-whites,
when blacks get together there’s bound to be a fight, all
black people can dance and have rhythm, non-blacks
except for Hispanics don’t have rhythm in their move-
ments, whites only give a damn about themselves, non-
blacks are smarter while blacks are inferior or vice-versa,
people of color are good in sports and bad in aca-
demics, he or she is prejudice, and we’ll get beat up or
harassed at a Black Greek Council party because we’re
not black.
There is a peculiar twist to race relations where there
are people or students who do not and will not socialize
with their own people because they were brought up
around those outside their race, or they simply don’t
choose to. People who choose to crossover or sellout
are labeled Uncle Tom’s or wannabes.
Uncle Tom’s or wannabes are people who look at
their race as boring and purposely want to forsake their
kind and take on the traits of the race they wish to be.
Uncle Tom’s and wannabes have all their friends outside
their race, talk and act like those outside their race and
groom themselves to look like those outside their race.
Yes, everyone has his or her own tastes, but when
taken to the extreme, forsaking your kind and every-
thing about your kind is a problem. Race mixing and
picking up traits and tendencies of another group is fine,
just as long as one doesn’t forsake their own kind. It is
everyone’s duty to know who and what they are and
where they come from first. How can one love some-
thing else and not yourself or those you can relate to
first?
The final problem that I have with race relations is
that it seems apparent (not to stereotype all people of
an entire group) that non-blacks tend to be more
accepting of other non-blacks of different ethnicities
much more than African Americans.
And non-blacks (not all) will sit with, invite or even
ask non-blacks of different origins to join their organiza-
tions long before approaching African Americans. This
does not apply to all non-blacks, but it appears that way
in my opinion.
Just go to the residence halls, weekend parties and
the bars and you will see it. There are also some mem-
bers of the majority who claim to be sympathetic to
minorities and want to see equality for all, but are the
very ones who take advantage of opportunities because
they have light skin and won’t do anything for change.
I don’t understand it. It’s natural for people to stick
with those they are comfortable with or have some-
thing in common with. America is undercover – and
many won’t come clean with what’s actually on their
minds.
It will be a slow and gradual process that will have to
start small and grow for us to overcome stereotypes
and understand one another because it won’t happen
overnight with the snap of a finger.
– Ryan Hardin-Lorde is a sophomore political science
major and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
Willingness to learn about other races precedes harmony
V




“I came to Eastern
because I wanted to
meet others who




I’m a little confused about
recent events here at Eastern.
Mostly, though, the whole sce-
nario about the new hair salon
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union just simply
has me baffled.
As I recall, the original press
release about the new salon
stated it would cater to the
needs of the multicultural pop-
ulation of the campus.
This statement seemed fair
to me, yet unnecessary.
Indeed, if this salon is being
made to cater to multicultural-
ism, then it should be catering
to anyone.
We all have our own culture
and ethnicities, and not one of
them is more important or
proper than any other.
Unfortunately, though, it
seems the student population
is turning the salon into a justi-
fication for prejudice and dis-
crimination. If the university is
actually building a hair salon
for students of all cultures,
then I can’t see why there
should be any debate about it
from the students; we will all
be gaining a useful and conve-
nient asset.
However, if the university is
building a salon just to cater to
the needs of black students,
then I urge them to reconsider.
Aiding and abbeding a murder
suspect is considered a capital
of fense – should doing the
same thing for segregation
and inequality be considered
any better?
We are all students here –
together. And in a few short
years, we will be out in the
world, together. Before that
time, we need to grow up a
little bit and learn to work with
each other.
Prejudice is not merely a
black people – white people
issue. There is, however, one
common word there: people.
There are so many different
and wonderful cultures in the
world. So, I plead with the stu-
dent body, don’t allow your-
self to be sucked up into the
realm of hate.
Grow up and look beyond
the tip of your nose. Surely
there is more to worry about in




It is time we faced the truth. Our friend, the
word “alternative,” is dead. Although most of
us have long been aware of its impending
demise, information of its passing apparently
comes as a shock to many others.
As competent speakers of English, a great
number of us once enjoyed highly meaningful
relationships with the word “alternative.” In
remembrance, I would say that “alternative,” to
most of us, stood for one of a number of choices
– implicitly the one not accepted as the norm.
Sadly, alternative gave all that up in the late
1980s when it began hanging around the MTV
crowd. Eventually, it refused to associate with
any of its old contexts, restricting itself to rela-
tionships within the music business, ultimately
losing track of its original meaning altogether.
As is the case for many who give up their
identities to enter the fast lane of show busi-
ness, alternative fell into addiction. Trendiness,
far more dangerous than any chemical sub-
stance, is the vice which led to alternative’s
demise.
Its addiction was propagated by heartless
trend-pushers like John Kunz, University Board
concert coordinator, who would use alternative
in mindless, insipid statements such as, “I think
most of the music industry has become alterna-
tive,” or “... almost 75 percent (of the music) is
alternative...”
While any moderately intelligent individual
could spot the blatant self contradiction of these
statements, alternative no longer cared.
Shunned by both its former friends and the
music industry, alternative sank deeper into its
addiction until it died of a trendiness overdose,
alone and void of meaning, last Friday on the
front page of The Daily Eastern News.
Do your part by saying “no” to buzzwords
and by voting for legislation against language
butchers like Kunz.
Rest in peace, alternative, we’ll miss you.
Jim Standerfer
Alternative’s death still not recognized by the UB Growing up first step to understanding race
Dear editor:
If it weren’t for The Daily Eastern News, Black
History Month would seem to go by without much
rigmarole. Staff writers and students have been fill-
ing up newspaper pages with articles that simply
rehash the already obvious race relations (or lack
thereof) at Eastern.
Some are enlightening, like the article about
campus politics back in the day or Yolanda Vivien
Williams’ and Angela Grimes’ critique on white
support as a factor in the lack of diversity. Other
than that, the News is still saturated by the same
old comments and concerns.
Perhaps it is necessary for everyone to get it out
of their system. After all, self knowledge must pre-
cede progress, which means an acceptance of
Eastern’s racial maladies is essential.
However, let us be careful about limiting our-
selves to this singular issue.
African-American History Month (an appropriate
name because many of us are descendants of both
Africans and Native Americans) is an opportunity
to focus on our heritage which has been inappro-
priately taught as having begun with slavery.
Let us start again with Africa: Patrice Lumumba,
Nehanda, Kwame Nkrumah and Winnie Mandela –
they, too are part of us.
Let us connect with Africans in the Caribbean:
Marcus Garvey, Franz Fanon and Jean Bertrand-
Aristide – they have experienced much of what we
have.
Let us revisit the unfaltering faith of all those and
including Malcolm X, Harriet Tubman, Martin
Luther King Jr. and Angela Davis, who dedicated
their lives to free African Americans from all forms
of slavery.
Although, February should not only be a time of
celebration but an opportunity for communication.
As we discuss our fears and hopes for the future.
It is a time of sharing information and experi-
ences with a friend, a child, a stranger or an audi-
ence. Find your own way to be a part of African
American history.
So, my appeal to Eastern’s campus is not to
ignore the racial relations here but to simply look
further. It is not just about who sits where in the
classroom. It is not that there is a Miss Black EIU
Pageant but why the need exists for a specific
pageant.
It is also not that only blacks attend certain
events but that whites do not participate in them
comfortably.
And, finally, it is not that racism does exist today
but that African American history is so much more
than that. Look at the bigger picture.
Deanna Maria Blackwell
Dwelling on past this month delays important issues
Column policy
The Daily Eastern News
encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or issue that may be rele-
vant to our readership.
Columns should be restrict-
ed to no more than two type-
written double-spaced pages
and must include the author’s
name and telephone number.
Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News
encourages letters to the editor
concerning any local, state,
national or international issue.
Letters should be less than
350 words. For the letter to be
printed, the name of the author,
in addition to the author’s
address and telephone number,
must be included. If necessary,
letters will be edited according
to length and space at the dis-
cretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not
be printed.
If a letter has more than
three authors, only the names
of the first three will be printed.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Now Leasing for 95-96
•Balconies & patios •Central air
•Apts for 2,3 or 4 people •Reasonable utilities
•Furnished •24 hour maintenance
•Laundry facilities •Free off-street parking
•Swimming pool & sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(Across from Carman Hall)
2219 S. 9th St. #17           345-6000
Send your love with a Valentine’s














We suggest you keep
your copy to as few
words as possible to
make a more attrac-
tive ad.  Please print
in the proper size ad
below.
Bring ad and payment to
Student Publications
Business Office, Buzzard
Bldg., Rm. 127.  All ads must
be in the Business Office by
2pm, Feb. 9th. 
Valentine’s Day ads will be pub-





Valentine’s Day Ads are available in
two sizes.  An appropriate red heart



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Congratulations to the 
SPRING 1995
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL CABINET MEMBERS
on their newly elected positions!
Critical Issues:  Scott Corso and Sean Thiel
Black Greek Council Liasion:  Mark Roberts and Sean Shira
Panhellenic Council Liasion:  Jeff Cozzo
Senate Liasion:  Trevor Griffin
Greek Column:  Jason Lukasek
Intramurals:  Jason Sorensen
Natural Ties:  Mike Treis and John Ferak
Community Service:  Jeff Zilch and Keith Griffin
Public Relations:  Bob McLaughlin
Fundraising:  Brian Nicholson
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• Free 1st Topping
• Free Thick Crust




Movie Hotline  258-8228






Pulp Fiction (R)   4:30, 7:30
Dumb and Dumber(PG-13)
4:15, 6:45






Sponsored by University Board
Performing Arts Committee
Samuel Music Company of Effingham
and the Department of Music
Direct from New York City and NBC’s
“SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE”
THE 36TH ANNUAL EIU JAZZ FESTIVAL
welcomes in concert
STEVE TURRE
AND THE EIU JAZZ ENSEMBLE
DVORACK CONCERT HALL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 7:30 PM
GENERAL ADMISSION–$3 STUDENTS/SENIOR $1
E
u
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION
TV-VCR-DISCMAN















































Board has received a feder-
al grant that will allow an




director of the National
Tree Society and adviser to
the city’s tree board, said
the project, “Walk Beneath
Our Trees,” will be the
group’s main focus this
spring.
He said about 650 trees
will be planted with the
$38,000 grant from the
Small Business Adminis-
tration. The city will have
to contribute$25,000 in
matching funds to get the
grant.
The purpose of this pro-
ject is to stimulate small
businesses, especially nurs-
ery and landscaping, and
create a walking and driv-
ing arboretum, Nordin said.
The trees will “beautify
the community and en-
hance its environment,”
Nordin said.
The remaining funds for
the city will come from an
“adopt-a-tree” program.
Residents with front yards
in a public right-of-way may
purchase trees for $35, $50
and $65. The actual retail
value of the trees is $100 to
$250 plus $30 to $50 to
plant them, Nordin said.
Nordin said donations
from community business-
es, factories and residents
will help pay for the trees.
The Charleston Charitable
Trust, an organization that
donates money for projects
enhancing the community,
has also been asked to help,
he added.
However, not all of the
trees will be planted in resi-
dential areas, Nordin said.
School grounds, parks,
cemeteries and the public
library are among other
planting sites.
Grant to add trees
to Charleston By KAREN WOLDENActivities editor
Trombonist Steve Turre will
kick off Eastern’s 36th annual
two-day jazz festival Friday
night.
Turre will open the 7:30
p.m. concert, which will consist
of combo and big-band music,
in the Dvorak Concert Hall of
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Pianist Henry Butler, an
associate professor of music;
drummer Kevin Hart, of the
University of Illinois and
bassist Jon Schwabe, of the
University of Northern Iowa,
will accompany Turre. Both
Hart and Schwabe are Eastern
graduates.
Turre, a professor at
William Patterson College and
the Manhattan School of
Music, is the trombonist for
NBC’s Saturday Night Live
Band.
Tickets for the concert can
be purchased in advance at the
music department office in
Doudna, the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union
Ticket Office and at the door.
Admission is $1 for students
and senior citizens and $3 for
the public.
Eastern’s Jazz Ensemble
will host the Jazz Festival
Band Competition Saturday.
More than 40 high school and
junior high school bands will
compete throughout the day in
both the Grand and University
ballrooms of the Union and in
Dvorak. The free competition
begins at 8 a.m. and is open to
the public.
The Henry Butler Combo
will perform in the Dvorak
Concert Hall at 5 p.m.
The festival, co-sponsored
by Samuel Music Company in
Effingham and Eastern, is
downstate Illinois’ largest jazz
event. It is designed to pro-
mote jazz activities in area
schools.
Turre to start jazz festival
By Associated Press
Hundreds of small Illinois communities, from
Algonquin to Zion, will share $26 million in fed-
eral money from last year’s crime bill to hire a
total of 406 police officers, the government
announced Wednesday.
The funding might only be enough to hire
one or two officers and cover their costs for
three years. But local officials welcomed the aid
and said they will try to find funding to keep
the new hires on the payroll.
“Any help we can get ... is always a good
boost for small towns,’’ said Mayor Ken Kohler
of Anna, south of Carbondale, which is getting
money to add one officer to its seven-person
force.
It is one of 383 agencies in Illinois receiving
grants. The first checks should arrive in about
one month.
President Clinton announced that 6,660
police departments in small towns and suburbs
with fewer than 50,000 residents would share
$434 million in grants to hire 7,115 new police
officers under the 1994 crime bill.
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ADULT & NOVELTY TOYS . . 
GAMES. and GIFTS lor VALEN-
TINES and PARTY PEOPLE are 
at GAAND BAU. 609 SIXTH! 
-- 2110 
TUXEDO RE TALS are only 
S39 95 al ordered by 2128/95 al 
GRANO BALL. 609 SIXTH We 
also deSign CUSTOM WEDDING 
GOWNS' 
2110 
PHOTOGRAPHY CAMERA & 
DARK ROOM PAINTING 
CLASSES PHONE BECKY 
KARCH 345-4072 
~ 2-9 
Typtst W11n 20 yrs experaence wdl 
lype p apers . 3 45-2457 leave 
message 
2. 16 
Save Money TODAY ON AUTO 
Insurance call BILL HALL at 345-
023 or slop by Hall Insurance 
1010 East l.Jncoln Ave. 
2.'22 
1~1 
FUNDAAISER ExcluSively lor lra-
ternal oes. sorora lles. & studenl 
org~~:nazauons Earn money With-
out spendong a dame. Just 3-5 
days of your tame A little work ... a 
lol of money. Call lor anlo No, obli-
gauon. 1-800-932-{)528. ext 65. 
_____ _p 10,15.17.22 
Dairy Oue~:~n needs a lew 
employees to fill In between 11-
12 45. Other hours also avaalable. 
$4.75/hr Apply 20 Stale Slreel 
__________ 2116 
Part-tame help wanted lor hght 
ollace wont Can work mornings. 
afternoons. or w'ekends. 
CompUler experience with page-
maker or Ouant a plus. Call 348· 
1632. ask for Cheryl 
__________________ 2110 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING· 
Seasonal & lull-nme employrnenl 
avaalable at Niilaonal Parks, 
Forests & W aldllle Preserves. 
Benefits + bonuses! Apply now 
lor best posataons. Call: 1-206-
545-4804 ext N57384 
------------~1 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: -------------------
Address: 
Phone: ____________ Student Yes 0 No 
_Dates to run ________________ ___ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classlfialbon ol 
fxpi111taon <;OOt (olfa use only) -----------------------
Person IOCeP!ItlO ao _____________ Composrtor ____ _ 
no WOt'ds/daya Amounl due S ----------
Pwymen ...) Cash ...) Chedc J Cre<il 
20 cents per WOfd hrsl day ad runs 14 cents per word each consec-
uiMI day thereafter Students wrth valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day 1 0 cents per word each consecutave day 15 word mlnamum 
Student ads must be pald an advance. 
DEADliNE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO E.XCEPTlONS 
The News reserves the nght 10 edtt or reluse ads 
conSidered hbelou:v01 H"' bad taSie 
!THURSDAY 
~...-_lbi.P ____ W_ont __ _,l r . •• X.,_ 
Brian's Place needs pari-lime 
waitress starting PaY min. wage. 
Apply in person 2100 Broadway 
an Manoon 234-4151 . 
Big Spacious House. five bed-
rooms Needs 1 female roommate 
for 95-96 school year. Gall 348-
8941 . 
The Urbana Park Di stract Is 
accepting applications lor sum-
mer employment en the following 
areas: Lake House Manager 
and staff . Operat ions and 
Mamtenance. Aquatics , Day 
Camps. Sports and Nature prO' 
grams and Specoal Recreation. 
Applications deadlines are as 
follows Lake House Manager 
and Operati ons and 
Maantenance. March • 3 
Recrea taon and Lake House 
sta ll poSitaons . · March 13 
Specaal Recreallon March 1 7 
Apphcallons and JOb descrap-
llons may be found at 901 N 
Br dway an Urbana from 8a.m 
to p m . weekday~ or call 217-
367·1544 EOE. 
~ M4 
------------<--------- Roommates needed for Fall & 
Fall '95. 1 bedroom apartments, 2 
people $195 each. 1 person 
$350. All u1llrties included. Quiet, 
mtture person. References 
~uired. 345-6759. If no answer. 
leave a message. 
~-~-::--~~~~5/1 
Now leas ng lor 1995~96 school 
_______ 2110 
Part-nme teller needed mornongs. 
oncludang Saturdays Job may 
1nvolve hlt1ng. Send resume to 
P 0 Box 530 Charleston . IL 
61920 EOE . . 
2114 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2.000+/month work-
ang on Cruase Sh1ps or Land-
Tour compances. World travel 
(Hawaao, Mexaco. the Caribbean. 
etc.) Seasonal and full-lime 
employment available. No expe· 
rc erice necessary. For mortt 




MENT- Fishang Industry. Earn to 
S3.Cl00-S6,()()()+/month +benefits. 
Male/Femalj!. No expenence nec-
essary (206) 545-4155 ext 
A57385. 
--~~--~--~~10 
Wall Street II I Growth Corp. 
expanding an thas area. 
lnternalaonal company. Sell from 
you own home-based business & 
earn up to $10,<ro'mo. Free tape 
& anto. call (217) 235-1079. 
=----....,.-,--...,...,..--2114 
Pari-lime position working with 
Developmental Disabled popula-
taon an a resadenlcal selling . 
Weekends and evenangs. Will 
Iraan Applications available at the 
Moultrie County Beacon. 401, W. 
Water, Sullivan, IL 61951 or call 
728-7396 
_____________ 2123 
WANTED: SOMEONE TO 
TEACH ME RUSSIAN 235-
2853. 
-----------------~·-~ 32 yr O ld PTolessaonal Male 
searchang lor weekly massage. 
Male or Female. Walhng to com-
pensate hcense not requared al 
deep. quahty massage Seraous 
only. Can travel. Vocce Macl •800-
536-6017 
---~-2115 
Can we help you and your baby. 
Mar11ed couple unable to have 
ch1ldren. We can offer lots of love 
and secunty. Home in the country. 
Legar and medacal paJd. Call our 
auorney (Debbte) collect 
(618)692-6300. Our names are 
Dave and Denisa. 
___________ 2123 
Females to share apartment with 
other females lor summer. Kim 
234-4831 
__________________ 2110 
Male lo share two Bedrooms lor 





FROM BUZZARD LAB 
SCHOOL. AIR, 24 HOUR MAIN-




3 bedroom remodeled ppt, close 
to campus, low utilities $170.00 
per person. 1 bedroom almost · 




t Meetmg Abbr 






u Palette p igment 
N P1pe hole 
MMove 
M Words to the 
.. 
t 2 F reaght carraer 




te Renuncaahon of 
fa1th 
t1 POl rot's · Mon 
a· 
te "No Time for 
Sergeants" 
playwraght 
21 Mr Zlegfeld 
22Piaceof 
drudgery 
24 --- Valley, 
Cahf. 
2eAIIoy 




• Old World deer 
a1 She played 
50-0.Wn's 
partner 
• "I read you· 
aMurgfuls 
4t · Allah - -r· 
(Teheran cry) 
UOig in 
a Hangs five 
u "Pique Dame.· 
e .g . 
41 Arthur Miller 








14 "Cabaret" star 
DOWN 
i Actress Braga 




I Robert E. Lee's 
reins? 




1 --de deux 
• Army crawler 
tO Super blooper 
tt lndu~n motor 
p1oneer 
tl Hosprtal count 
ta Tumed back on 
t1 Relative of 
·ouch!" 
10Permit 
u French sea 
NTurf 





Spring semesters. Rooms also 
available for summer semester. 
Call348·5941. 
---------------~ 
... , .. 
Female Sublessor needed lor 
Summer '95. 2 bdrm. apt.. share 
w1th one other g1rt. Gall 345-2858. 
2116 
s=-u-m_m_e_r-:S:-u-:-b-:-1 e_s_s_o-rs~N:-e-e ded: 
Three bedroom apartments. fur-
nished. garbage & water paad. 
St30 per mon. per person {nego-
uable). 345·1520 
"2116 
s=-,ub-:-1-es_s_o_rs- ne_e_d:-e-:-d -,.0- r-,s=-u-mmer 
'95. Two bedrooms With new fur-
nnure & carpel. Water and park-
ang pa1d. Rent' negotiable. Call 
345-1627. 
~~------~~~-2110 
Sublessors needed for Summer 
'95. Large 2 bedroom APt. al Pant 
Place. S475/mo to be split 
between 2. 3. or 4 people. Trash 
& parking included. Call 345· 
1559. 
------------PIS 
Nice-close to campus furnished 
housas lor 1995-96 'school year. · 
12 month lease. $195/mo. Call 
345-3148 evenings. 
~--:---:-------:--=-::-:::-::-::---:-5/1 
Now leasing. 1995-96 school 
year. Two-bedroom furnished 
apartments. McArthur Manor 
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St. 
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8·5. 
=---:-------:----,:---5/1 
Two bedrooms lor 3 or 4 people 
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dish-
washer, garbage disposal. faun· 
dry facilities. Gall345-2363. 
_________________ 5/1 
2,3,4 Bedroom houses, 314 per-
sons. 2 bedroom Apartment. 
Close lo campus. 34&-5032. 
-----~--------~ 
year. 1 and 2 bedroom fur-
nished or unfurnished. 10 or 12 
month lease. W&ter and trash 
paid. No pets. 947 4th St. Call 
348-7746. 
------------------~5/1 
Now leasang for 1995-96 school 
year. Extra large 2 bedroom. 1 
112 bathroom. Furnished apart-
menL Trash pa1d. Free laundry 
facility. Large walk-in closets. 12 
month lease. No pets. 1017 
Woodlawn. Call 348-7746. 
~----------~---5/1 
One bedroom avail. now fur-
nished. Dishwasher and garbage 
disposal. call 645-2363. 
-----------------~ 
SOUTH PADRE ISLA~C 
PAN.IH.1A CITY BEACH 
OAYTOIIIA UEACH 
VAll BEAVfR CRfEI! 
f ... ._ __ ~---·~· .. 
a Gunk 
ao GraphiC start 
u Three-time Hart 
Trophy winner 
It Barely mekes, 
with •out• • 





figure. for short 
as M1deast land· 
Abbr 
J1 ·-- real!" J> 
40 Ewe sa1d at 
4t Annual playoff 
grp. 
.. Arcadl8n 
41 Old Milwaukee 
competitor 
41 Result 
41 Earth tone 
10 Title character 




M Muse of h1story 





P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA·3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16 9C WILL-12 UF-40 Fox-& 55 osas WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
6:00 .,.... 01 Forvol! ~ Nlwt Soorts<:.met Wnqs lMComecoon I Mac:Ntol. l.el1m Oesopto Woman RoHanne 8eyond 2000 Carmen SancMgo l!oa?(605) 
6 :30 Cops fi'(;T>' Tonq.~ WhNf 011 FOtTt.-. Colloe Basketbd Wltlgs .Jclle<1ons Ots9v'O Woman Ro&eame Ne.xl Step BIIINye Boss? (6.35) 
7:00 Will AI»./ 'l'oo. ().oe 5ooAI> lolySoCI Murlle<. She l.lcMes8lood Sport lllooolsG.lrdntt tJnsollttd IAyslenes Marlin Mysltnous IJIW lt.a Hol!st on N8A a.sMibll 
7:30 Ft~~n~~~ lJe wrcce Tl'il Old HouM [I.Jq s.IQIH I Magal Worlds ThePralne 
8:00 Serield (Hn.eOvlo eorrvn.n McMtAien TIMQP'w11 McMe Dot.CIIt TU. New YollllJndelco-N Mov-e Magic Sl~ 
8:30 ~ Pin I Know Zona 
9:00 ER .a Hour1 Day One ~ MysllfY! Slar Ttek n. Nix! lleyond2000 News 
9:30 ~ lnsode Money W1W$1111g 
10:00 Nlwt Nlwt Nlwt ~ Wlllgl ~CM llei'lg s.n.c!? ~~ W'A'S'W WOf1cl ol Wondtf ~Show 
10:30 .,~10"351 DIMeS tt o 351 l.tllrild (1035) Wlllgl Smon&Smon lolcMt W'A'S'H' 
... 
. 
LEASING FOR FALL: 1 and 2 
bedroom Fun;tished apartments. 
No Pels! 345-7286. 
------~~--~--~~14 
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314 
Polk 3 bedroom house 1806 
11th 2 bedroom apartment. 348-
5032. 
--------~~--~~ 3 gir1s needed for nice 3 BDRM 
APT. CALL 348-0819. LEAVE 
MESSAGE. 
--------"7":---:----:-~17 
Need Young g lr1 to share house 
Feb-May near EIU. 348-8406 -
348-141J. 
------------~~~ Fall school year two nice houses 
for 4 and 6 gir1s near EIU. 348-
8406. 
------~~~~~~ Timberwoods Mobile Homes 
1.8aSJng 95-96. Well kept homes. 
24 hr. maintenance. Trash includ-
ed. 345-4508. 
ca2i9.1 ~ 16.21·23,28-312 
Houses- 3-4 Bedroom, Apt 1-2 
Bedroom 95-96 year. Leases. 
Plus Deposit. No Pets. 345-4602. 
---------------~17 
Houses for 4-5 students. 
umshed. Close to EJU. No pets. 
345-6621. l.eav8 meeaage. 
------------------~~ 3 Bedroom apartments. 
Furnished, air coucitlol• v. $200-
210. Cloee 110 ElU. No pets. 345-
6821 . l.8IMt message. 
------------~~~~1 2 BEDROOM Af¥.RTMENTS For 
1J00P8 of 2 or 3 gir1s: Near EIU. 
Call CAMPUS RENTALS 345-
3100 BeiW88n 3-9pm. 
1 year old Mac,lntosh Classic II, 
Modem 80 mg H.O., 8 mg RAM 
$750 or Best Write your Own 
Package- Magic Chef 
microwave $50.00 Racing 
Bicycle. Nlshiki , D isk Wheel 
$250 EACH. Wanted: 1 new 
roommate to move in lmmedi· 
ately. For all contact Branden-
345·6098. 
~10 
-PHO--,-Ti __ O_C,_OP=:-Y:-:S:-::l: -:-AN'""D~&7L:-::IGHTS 
$150.00. NICE ELECTRIC TYPE· 
WRITER $150.00. BECKY 
KAACH~72. 
---~~~~~~~~~ Schwmn Frontier Mountain bikes 
$189.95.. Other spec~als. reason-
able guaranteed repatrs. DRIVE 
A LITTLE, SAVE A LOT! 
Oakley 's . 2601 Marshall . 
Mattoon . YOU 'LL LOVE OUR 
FRIENDLY SERVICE. 
~tO 
R-.-=-E . ,...M.--TICkals----::R:-osemon-----:-:1 Horizon 
' CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000 
GRANTS AVAILABLE. NO 
REPAYMENTS, EVER.~FY 
IMMEDIATELY. 1 5<!0 243 2~lO 
DAYTONA BEAOH SPRING 
BREAK! Break away to the 
hottest action in Florida where 
guys meet gir1s! New motel on 
the ocean, AAA·rated, beach vot· 
ley ball, free MTV. Pool and wet 
# bar open 24 hours. Don't be left 
out of this Special Promotion-
Call1-800-682-o919. 
=----=-------,--,,...,--,-,.--=-~15 
Remember "Mid-Nigh t Caller· 
then check this one~outl t-900-
725·6000 ext 5279. $3.99 
per/min. Must be 18 years. 
Procall Co. (602)954-7420. 
~ S=-:P::-:R::-:cJ::-:-NG:::-::B:-::R:-::EAc:-K:-:-::P.c:-~::-:-A-:-:MA:7-:--=:CITY 
BEACH FLORIDA FROM $9t 
PER PERSON PER WEEK 
FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828. 
~~~~~~~~~~7 
BEST GOURMET BURGERS 
AND PASTA. ROSIE'S RESTAU-
RANT. 348-S055. WE DEliVER-
OR S'fop IN- DAILY SPECIALS. 
21&-13 
c=-e-n7tu-ry----=-2:-1 -:-:W:-o-od-:-::R:-e-:al:-::Eatate. 
The RENTAL SUPERMARKET 
ALL KINDS OF HOUSINGJI UST 
AVAILABLE AT 1512 A. STREET. 
' 2/13 
PHI BETA tHI SOCIAL 
SORORITY DON'T LET 
GREEK UFE PASS YOU BV, BE 
A 1BETA CHll JOIN OUR 
NATIONAL SORORITY FOR 
FRIENDSHIP, ACADEMICS, 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES , AND 
PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT! 
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS 
WED 2/8 In the 
CHARLESTON/MATTOON 
ROOM and THURS 2,19 In the 
SHELBYVILLE ROOM OF THE 
' MLK UNION. Questions call 
Kris 345-9464 or Amy 581-
3472. 
--~--~--.,...,-----~~ Atten tion fraternities, sororities 
Capones is the best spot for your 
private functions. Book your date 
today. 348-Q288. 
--------------~~~ Chocolate Roses $10.50 
half/dozen. Order today, unique 
crafting. 345·5576. Can be pick 
up Feb 14 or sooner. 
------------------~ Scrunches lor Sale ' A WIDE 
Variety! 1 for $3.00 or 2 for $5.00. 
Call Heidi at 6722 
------------~---~16 
Star Wars Toys- buying and sell· 
ing - MIDGARD COMICS. t02 
W. Lt11coln Sutt& 112. 348-8388. 
--------~~~~-~2 
PHI DELT VALENTINES on sale 
Now in CARMAN, TAYLOR, and 
THOMAS. DELIVERED on Call348-1602. ~ VALENTINE'S DAY tor $5.00 
------------------ ~10 
I IKES IS BACK!I! IKES IS OPEN WHEN THE BEER SIGNS ARE 
• ON. WATCH FOR THEM ... THEN 
COME & RELAX & 
LOST· BLUE PURSE AT ENJOY ... EAT ... DRINK ... PARTY IN 
MOTHER' S OR BRITANY YOUR FAVbRi CAMPUS 
R DGE. .r.AEWARD IF BAR 
RETURNED. ;:;UE 345-8146. . ~17 
-----------------~ 
Calvin and Hobbes 
t>..":l I "~IJ£ CRt.Mt.l> 'DJ. 
~ CAN t OESIRo'i '!OJ: 
1\IERt.f'oRE . IN O£CCG141ll~ 
($ M'f S\m.t'IE ~~£.R . 
'tOO 1-\\JSI 'ttCR5~1? M~! 
DEAR CUPID: CHOOSE A Becky "BEXY" Scholtr. We have 
GREAT CARD. A SOFT so may more memones to make 
STUFFED ANIMAL. OR AN and so 'little time. We better gat 
>\TTRACTIVE BALLOON busy! IKES ,every night? Love 
ARRANGEMENT AT TOKENS. Kristen. 
LOCAL & UPS DELIVERY. ------,-.,...----::-=--:-~ 
--------=------:--:--~14 Hey ALPHA PHIS and CR,USH· 
Julie Doss: Congratulations on ES! Get excited for tonite. we Wtll 
being appolf\ted to the Elections have a blast at Ted's! Be there or 
Committee! You'll do a great job. be square. 
Alpha Love. Your sisters. -----::--------,...,~-=--~ 
-----------------~ Laune Surgtes and Kim Spencer 
Amy Levtne ot ASA: of Alpha Sigma Tau: Your sisters 
Congratulations on being induct- are proud of you lor recetving 
ed in Honorary Order of Omega. Honora!Y Order of Drnega. 
Your sisters are so proud of you! -----....,.------,.""7:"'--:--~ 
• ~ Help the children of Charleston· 
Greek Week Mealing Tonight at Save Edgar Hill! Write Governor 
, 9:30pm in Arcola-Tuscola Rm. All Jim Edgar or your state legislator. 
Steenng Commtllee members -----------::---,...--...,-2115 
and chapter overalls are 'expected All you can eat Spaghettt Lunch 
to attend. .SAT Feb 1 t from t t-2 . $-3.50. 
219 kids $2.00, under 5 free. First 
A_M __ Y_D_U_N_C_A_N_: -Co_n_g_ra-tu..,..la-,tions ' Christ1811 Church. 
on Honorary Order of Omegal ---~---------.,.._,~10 
Your Alpha Phi sisters are so With a PHI DELT VALENTINE 
prQUd of you. you can't miss, make 'em YOURS 
219 with a HUG and Kl~. 
SH"""'""e==R::-:RY:-:-:M'""Ic-LL:-::E:-::R:-o-:-1-:-ALP-:-::HA-:-:-:PHI: -------------~10 
Congratulations on getting lava· • 
lle_red to MIKE POWELL of 
, SIGMA CHII Your sisters are so 
happy for you. 
----~~--~--::--~219 
Hey A-Phi's and Crushes: Get 
exci1ed for our Valentine's dance 
tonight! • 
219 
..,..A -=p~H,.,..l -::D-::E:-:L T::-::-:-VA:-:L-::E:-:-N:=Tc:-:1 N:-:E=-'w Ill 
make her aware, the THOUGHT 
that COUNTS shows her you 
CARE. 
10 A-~N=T~H~O~N~Y=-=F~U-:-:R::-:M7A~N~o7f~S~igma 
Pi : Thanks for the snacks & 
movies on Sunday night You are 
a great SIGMA MAN and host! . 
Love, The Sig Kaps. 
~ 
T--O~AL"'L-N,..,.A-c::J::-U:-:=RAc-:-:-L =n:-:=E:-:=S-::R:-:E=PRE· 
SENTATIVES: There is a meeting 
today at 4:30 in the Kansas room. 
Please make it if 'you can! Sorry 
about the late notice! See ya. 
Vicki. 
--------:~~:-:-~~~ 
Pam· Happy 22nd Birthday! Did I 
hear PARTY at your place? Love-
Staph. 
------~~~--:~:-:~ 
Forget the DINbiER and CHEAP 
WINE. buy a PHI DELT VALEN· 
TINE. 
-----=:--~--~-:--~ Sherry Miller· Congratulations on 
finally becomtng lavaltered ktddo! 
I am so exetted lor you! Alpha Phi 
rove. Amy 
219 
EAT AT IKES .. Y "'"E-=-S -:-Y~O-U--::CAN 
EAT AT IKES WHILE THE 
KITCHEN IS BEING REMOD· 
ELED ... IF YOU BRING YOUR 
OWN OR ORDER FROM 
JOEYS: JEARYS. BLIMPIES. 
DOMINOES. HONG KONG 
HOUSE. MONICALS, JIMMY 
JOHNS. PAGLIAIS. LA 
BAMBA ... MOST WILL DELIVER 
TO IKES. HAVE YOUR 
FAVORITE FOOD & DRINK. 




'The best Investment for 
):Our Future" 
'the Career CoaDedioa 
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and the rent 
is coming due ... 
Sell your 
stuff 







by Bill Watt~n 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 'COLLOQUIUM at 2pm In 215 Phys cal 
Science. Jim Carrubba wtll speak on "Prpof & Paradox in Special 
Rela vrty.· • 
ROTC LAB AT 3pm tn -the Unrversity Ballroom. Untfor(n wiU be BDU's, 
soft cap, black boots. pen & paper. We Will be conducting First Aid 
Training. I' 
CARE PLANNIN'G AND Placement Cen ter tS sponsoring a 
"Succe ful tntervteWtng TechniQues· program from 3 :30-4·30pm rn the 
Chartes on/Mattoon Rooms, ML)< Union Free .of charge to S1udents 
and Bly nl 
N6WM CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Aeconcllt&tton from 
3:30-4: mat the Newntan Center Chapel 
NEWM CATHOLIC CENTER Hrub CoOnectton Meettng at 5:30pm tn 
the Center at 9th & I.Jncoln. 
NEW AN CAlHOLIC CENTER Mustc Practtce at 8 .30pm tn 120 
Coleman Audttonum. · 
ROTARACT YEARBOOK PICTURES at Spm 91JISide the MLK UntOh 
Boolc.store. Come for pictures and help fold flyers for '¥ spaghetll din· 
ner. . ' 
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Del~ Ntght at the Apollo" Practice at Spm 1t1 
the Rathskeller. For more Info contact Shahan Moore 345-7810. 
NABJ WEEKLY MEETING at 5pm in the Mac Lab. 
THE AGENCY MEETING at Spm tn t05 Buzzard. 
RESIDENCE HAll ASSOCtAnON meeting at 5pm tn Thomas Hall. 
Ear1y diner will be serwct at4:15 in Thomas Dining Service. 
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting at 6pm in 122 Lumpkin. Speaker 
meeting. • 
SCEC SECOND BU~NESS meeting at 6pm In' ~ Buzzard. Ewry 
Welcome !I Please join us! 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service fraternity Executive Board meeting at 
6pm. • 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir Rehearsal at 6pm In 013 Ani 
Arts. Last day to join! Rehearsal will start promptly at 6pm. 'ering c1JM 
& all candy money. • 
1M0R1TY TEACHER EDbcATlON Assoc. Wee¥1y meeting at 6pm In 
Buzzard Lounge. Guest speaker Preston Wrlliams and Joe Tomlin8on, 
Personnel Directors of the Urbana and Champaign &dlool districts. 
MtNORJTY TODAY WE£KLY meeting at6pm in the tfac: Lab. 
GREEK COlUMN (PANHEl.) meeting at 6pm in the#M-rtinsville Room, 
MLK Union. 
ALPHA KAPPA DE1.TA meeting at6pm In 207 Blair. 
PRE-DENTAL STUDENTS MENTOR night at 6pm on Feb 15 at the 
Worthington Inn. Call 3319 & leave mane & number by noon today if 
interested In attending meeting with local dentists. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Movie night Is SunCSay. Feb 12 from &-10pm 
in the Afro-American Culture Center. Refreshments will be served. 
AMERICAN PRODUCTlON AND Inventory Control Society (APICS) 
meeting tor membership at 6pm In the MLK Union Walkway. f'JI busi-
ness majors/minors welcome! Call Neal Hemenover 345·6349 for 
details. 
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship Large Group:"The Pain of 
Knowing God." at 7pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Bible StUdy at 7pm tn the Sullrvan Room. 
MLK Union. Newcomers welcome. 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY and Beta Alpha Psi meeung at 
7pm in 021 Lumpkin. Speaker: Consoltdated ~cp.lip!tf 
GREEK WEEK MEETING· Philanthropy at 7:30pm in the G(eenup 
Room. MLK Union. Chapter over-alls must ahend- one from each chap-
ter. 
GREEK WEEK AIRBANO meettng at 9pm tn the thtrd floor. MLK 
Unton. 
GREEK WEEK GREEK Week meettng at 9:30pm In the Arcola/Tuscola 
Room. MLK Unton For all S1eenng Commrttee members and all chap-
ter over-alls. 
STUDENT SENATE STUDENT Gov. Speetal Electton petitions avatl· 
able to fill lhe Student Body Vtee-President tor Publtc Alfatrs Ptck up 
Moo Feb 6. due tn Tues Feb t4 4pm to 201 MLK Unton 
DON'T PASS BY 
-THIS DEAL! 
"The 10 words !of $1 Is available t any non-commercial Indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-MID. 
Name: ______________________________ ___ 
Address: ------------~Phone: -------
Dates to run -------------------
Message: (one word per line) 
Person aoeeptmg aa 
• 
t 
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The Daily Eastern News
Black History Month
Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or less.
Theme: What Legacy Should We Leave?
2. Deadline – Feb. 17th, 1995
Bring entries to the News Office,
Buzzard Building by 4 pm, Feb. 17th.
3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black











Marty’s own Smothered Fries
Crisp Fries topped w/cheese, bacon & sour cream.
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Mother's. . . 
THURSDAY AT
$1Bottles20 oz DraftsBar Drinks REDDOGDRAFT
Be your
own dog.
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Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover 
Chicken Fajita Salad
w/coffee or tea $450
Soup/Sandwich Special
w/ coffee or tea $300
Fried Chicken Dinner







Sandwich of the Day! 
HAM
Gourmet Coffee of the Day
IRISH CREME
Your NEW Off-Campus Study Place.
Open Late  – –         If You Stay!
$150 Bud Light & Miller Light Drafts
$3.75 Pitchers Bud Light & Miller Lite
$2.25 Large Strawberry Daiquiris & Margaritas 
Free softdrink refill during lunch and dinner
BUFFET EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
5 TO 9 PM
Jerry’s Pizza 
& Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln



















509 Van Buren   345-2380
whether I’m starting or not,”
Moore said.
Johnny, who hails from
Elkhart, Ind., was recruited
out of Concord (Ind.) High
School, where his team won a
sectional championship two
years ago.
Moore caught the eye of
schools like Louisville, Miami
(Fla.) and Butler, but he
chose Eastern instead.
“They (Eastern) showed
the most interest, plus they
were closer to home,” said
Moore.
Moore has made a big
impact this year. He is third
on the team in scoring (12.1
ppg), first in three-point per-
centage, where he is shooting
a sizzling 44 percent, and has
committed just 28 turnovers
in 509 minutes of play.
“I expected to be able to
step right in and contribute,
and for the most part, that’s
happened,” Moore said. “I
expect a lot more out of
myself in the future.”
Moore, who has doubled
his minutes per game from a
year ago, is definitely a
crowd favorite on the break-
away. Johnny stands just 6-
feet-2, but throws down the
dunks as good as the taller
players.
“It was probably the sum-
mertime of my eighth grade
year,” Moore said of his first
successful dunking venture.
“People always said ‘you
jump so high when you shoot,
you should try to dunk.’”
Head coach Rick Samuels
has commented a number of
times on how Moore’s shot is
so hard to defend because of
his huge vertical.
As for the future, Moore
said his consistent play now
is only the start.
“I don’t think people, or
the coaches, really realize
that there are going to be
brighter days ahead,” Moore
said.
“People haven’t even seen
the tip of the iceberg of what
I can do. I think only time
will tell.”
Moore
† From Page 12
Standings
EASTERN CONFERENECE
Central         W    L   Pct   GB
Charlotte       30   17  .638   ---
Cleveland       28  18  .609   1.5
Indiana          27   18  .600    2
Chicago          23   23  .500  6.5
Atlanta           21   26  .447    9
Milwaukee     18    29  .383   12
Detroit           17   28   .378   12
Atlantic        W    L   Pct   GB
Orlando         36   10  .783   ---
New York        29 16   .644   6.5
Boston           18   28  .400  17.5
New Jersey     19  30  .388  18.5
Miami 16  29  .356  19.5
Philadelphia   14  34  .292   23
Washington    11  33  .250   24
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest        W    L   Pct   GB
Utah              35   12  .745   ---
San Antonio   30   14  .682  3.5
Houston         28   16  .636  5.5
Denver           20   25  .444   14
Dallas            18   27  .400   16
Minnesota      11   35  .239  23.5
Pacific          W    L   Pct   GB   
Phoenix         37   10  .787   ---
Seattle           32   12  .727  3.5
L.A.Lakers     28   16  .636  7.5
Sacramento   25   19  .568  10.5
Portland        24   20  .545  11.5
Golden State 13   31  .295  22.5
L.A.Clippers    7   40  .149   30
LEADERS
Scoring
G   FG   FT  Pts  Avg
O’Neal,Orl. 45  534  280 1348  30.0 
Rbnsn, SA   43  419   378  1216   28.3 
Oljuwn, Ho 43  470    265  1206   28.0 
Jcksn, Dal 45 438   279 1186  26.4 
Malone, Uth 47 460   276 1204 25.6 
Mshbn, Dal  45 397   249 1111 24.7 
Ewing, NY 44 387   222 1000 22.7 
Rchmnd,Sac 44  355  199  990 22.5 
Rebounding
G   Off  Def  Tot  Avg 
Rodman, SA 26  146  283  429 16.5 
Mtmbo, Den 45  176  410  586 13.0 
Hill, Clev 43  188  308  496 11.5 
Ewing, NY 44   97   398  495 11.3 
Oljwn, Hou 43  103  379  482 11.2 
Robnsn, SA 43  111  360  471 11.0 
O’Neal, Orl 45  171  317  488 10.8 
Jones, Dal 43  179  282  461 10.7 
Baker, Mil 47  184  308  492 10.5 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
– Vernon Maxwell of the
Houston Rockets was suspend-
ed for at least 10 games and
fined $20,000 by the NBA on
Wednesday for walking into
the stands and punching a
heckler during a game at
Portland.
The fine matched the high-
est in league history and the
suspension was the second
longest.
Rod Thorn, the NBA’s vice
president for operations, said
the case is unprecedented in
his 10 years in the league.
“We’ve never had anybody
go into the stands, unless it
was a fight among players that
spilled over into the seats,’’ he
said.
Maxwell must meet with
league personnel during his
suspension. A decision will
then be made regarding his
return to active status after
10 games have passed.
Maxwell gone for
at least 10 games
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) –
Patr ick Ewing had 24
points,  a season-high 22
rebounds and five blocks as
the New York Knicks
defeated Indiana 96-77
Wednesday night.
John Starks also had 24
points,  including f ive 3-
pointers, and the Knicks
overcame an early 14-point
deficit to beat Indiana for
the sixth straight time in
the regular season and the
12th time in 13 meetings.
Indiana, which pushed
the Knicks  to  a  seventh
game before  los ing the
Eastern Conference finals
last year, was led by Reggie
Miller’s 22 points. But the
star of last year’s playoff
series made only seven of
17 shots.
The Knicks pulled away
with a 30-12 run over the
final eight minutes to snap
their  two-game los ing
streak and become the first
Atlantic Division team to
defeat  the  Pacers  in
Market Square Arena this
year. New York hit 11 of 16
shots in the fourth period,
with Starks  scor ing 10
points.
The Knicks led 46-40 at
halftime and were never
caught in the second half.
Indiana shot 19 percent
in the third quarter, while
Ewing had seven points
and nine rebounds in the
period, which ended with
New York leading 65-57.
A franchise-record 12th
sellout crowd of the season
saw the Pacers cut their
deficit to two points twice
in the final period, the last
t ime at  69-67,  before
Starks hit a 3-pointer.
Two free throws by In-
diana’s Vern Fleming left
the Pacers trailing 72-69
with 6 :54 le f t .  But  New
York began pulling away
with a t ip-in by Charles
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Have an Idea?  Let our friendly staff help you make it a
memorable Valentine’s Day for your Sweetheart!
LUNCH SPECIALS
• Grilled tenderloin with 
cup of soup or salad
• Beef and noodles, real 
mashed potatoes, 
vegetable and roll
• Spinach and cheese 
omelette, muffin and 






409 7th St.• 345-7427
WHAT’S COOKIN’
“Order early and beat the rush!”
After starting their con-
ference schedule 4-3 with
only two of the seven games
being at home, the Lady
Panthers were looking to
take over the top of the con-
ference with their longest
home stretch of the season.
But after dropping two of
the five games to confer-
ence foes, their chances of a
conference title are slim
and they’re currently hang-
ing on to the last playoff
spot.
“We were not disappoint-
ed,” said head coach John
Klein. “We knew that they
were going to be some real
tough games (in the home
stand).”
The two losses were
against the teams tied for
first in the Mid-Continent











is  third in
the conference, and Mis-
souri-Kansas City (4-7) ,
which defeated the Lady
Panthers earlier in the sea-
son.
“We looked at the f ive
games and we realized that
they’re al l  going to  be
tough,” Klein said. “We just
need to go out and win
every one of them.”
• This weekend the Lady
Panthers (11-8 overall, 6-5
in conference) will be play-
ing road games against
Northeastern and Chicago
State, which have a com-
bined record of  3-17 and
were both easily defeated
by Eastern already.
But Klein said he will not
underestimate either one of
them.
“We can go into North-
eastern (3-5 in conference)
and have the same kind of
trouble we had against
Western,”  Klein said.
“There is no way that we
can go into Northeastern
and Chicago State (0-12 in
conference)  and assume
that we’re going to  win
based on the fact that we
beat them at home. If we’re
doing that we’re making a
huge mistake;  those two
teams are going to come at
us hard.”
• With only a third of the
season left, the conference
champ will likely be either
Western, Buffalo or Youngs-
town State.  Western has
already defeated Buffalo
and Youngstown State on
the road, and four of the
Westerwinds remaining
seven games are at home.
Since Northeastern is
ineligible for postseason
play, and Central Connect-
icut (2-8 in conference) and
Chicago State are well be-
low .500, the race for the
six playoff spots looks to be
between seven teams.
Missouri-Kansas City (4-
7) is currently the odd one
out, with the Lady Panthers
and Troy State (6-5) sitting
on the edge.
– Compiled by John Bates
MIDCONTINENT
C O N F E R E N C E
Conf. All
Western Illinois 9-2 10-9
Buffalo 9-2 14-5
Youngstown State 8-2 10-8
Valparaiso 7-4 10-8
EASTERN 6-5 11-8
Troy State 6-5 11-8
Missouri–KC 4-7 4-14
Northeastern Ill. 3-5 6-12
Central Conn. St. 2-8 4-14




Western at Missouri–KC 
Troy State at Youngstown State
Valparaiso at Chicago State
Buffalo at Central Connecticut





When people complain about the
rationale of gender equity and Title IX,
Eastern volleyball coach Betty Ralston
has a question for them.
“Would your male athletes want to be
in the female programs?” Ralston said.
“There’s definite inequalities in terms of
money spent on recruitment and also a
lack of publicity.
“I guess I get tired of people saying
that Title IX is just starting. Since when
have girls been allowed to play Little
League?” 
To achieve complete gender equity,
Ballard says senior and junior high
schools must provide girls with the
same opportunities to swing a bat or
kick a ball as boys have always had.
“Nowadays, you look at the high
schools and there’s as many women’s
sports as men’s sports,” Ballard said.
“That’s a process that starts at the
youth level and evolves to the college
sports.”
Ralston cites Eastern’s less than stoic
history for its women’s teams as a rea-
son why the university fell behind in
achieving gender equity. In the 1970s,
Eastern had women’s sports teams
including gymnastics, badminton and
field hockey, all clubs that disbanded
long ago.
“No female varsity sports existed at
Eastern until the 1970s,” Ralston said.
“When those sports were dropped, they
weren’t replaced at that time, putting
women’s sports even further behind.”
Ralston also mentioned another per-
plexing parody that hinders high school
female athletes’ quest to become top-
star athletes.
“I know from kids I recruit that some
high schools will hire a teacher with no
experience in volleyball to coach,”
Ralston said. “They would never do that
with a football coach. Until we get
enough coaches, it only hurts me.”
Only in recent years have NCAA
schools such as Eastern been forced up
front to deal with Title IX, like it or not,
Ralston said. 
“Nobody thinks or cares about Title
IX until it hits them in the face,” Ralston
said. “It’s kinda time.”
Women
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seem right.”
Men’s swimming and wrestling
has been around for a long, long time.
Wrestling began at Eastern in 1948,
while the men started swimming 10
years later. Together, a combined 84
years of tradition is being cut to make
men and women’s athletics equal.
Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972 basically states
that equal opportunity for both men
and women will exist in all intercolle-
giate athletics. And when Eastern
Athletic Director Bob McBee and
Eastern President David Jorns were
essentially given an ultimatum from
the OCR – add women’s golf, soccer,
field hockey and gymnastics or cut
men’s swimming and wrestling –
Eastern made the decision to axe the
two men’s teams at the conclusion of
their respective seasons because of a
money crunch.
Since Surles redshirted his fresh-
man year, the academic junior has
two years of wrestling left and
thought about jumping ship. There
was still time to wrestle elsewhere.
“When I first heard the news, I
looked into a bunch of different
schools,” Surles said. “I looked at
Lawrence College in Appleton, Wis.
and UIC (the University of Illinois-
Chicago). But I later found out that a
lot of my classes wouldn’t transfer
and it would have taken me about
six-and-a-half years to graduate.
“I saw how much trouble it was
going to be to transfer and decided to
stay here. Besides, early on I started
to believe we’d get it reinstated.”
And today wrestlers talk as though
the team already has been reinstated.
Gustafson talks of the modifications
that might be taking place in the deal
between the OCR and Eastern so the
school won’t have to cut any pro-
grams. But this is a deal that has yet
to be born, so wrestling and men’s
swimming, as of right now, are still
out.
“We do talk that way because
President Jorns sent a letter to the
OCR to get the plan changed and
they sent us a plan back,” Surles said.
“They didn’t have to do that. They
could’ve just said ‘no’ to our proposal,
so there has got to be a chance. If
they would reinstate Northern
(Illinois University’s wrestling pro-
gram,) why wouldn’t they do the
same for us?
“Northern had it happen to them
too, and they got it reinstated, so it
gave us something to shoot for. They
were reinstated for another two
years. By then, that will give
Congress a chance to change the laws
and they might be able to hang on
forever.”
According to Habben, what could
be the last seasons for the swimmers
and wrestlers will be one of the best
in a while.
“I’m under the impression that the
swimming and wrestling teams have
the better records at Eastern,”
Habben said. “We want to show ‘em
that it was a mistake to cut us.”
Men
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Instead, we’re seeing the creation of
sports for the wrong reasons – not because
people want to play them, but because
schools are viewing them as magical safety
rafts to keep their athletic departments
from sinking.
Fans were forced to sit through a three
month hockey lockout already this year.
Odds are that real baseball won’t be back
this summer. And now schools are being
forced to omit athletic teams from their
financial statements.
Back then, you just played. There was
no concern over what kind of shoes mem-
bers of the boys’ and girls’ teams were
wearing or how many oranges players
from both teams received in the pregame
meal – that’s what parents were for.
“Hey, can your mom give me a ride to the
game tonight?”
“Yeah, sure. I think we’re leaving at
5:30.”
It was all so much easier in grade
school.
Liss
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It was all so much easier in
grade school.
“Hey, what time is practice
today?”
“3:30. I’m gonna be late,
though. I’ve got a dentist
appointment.”
That’s how simple it was,
going to practice. Playing a
sport. Whoever wanted to,
whenever they wanted to. 
Things are different now,
though. In today’s sporting
world, we’re losing our focus
for athletics at nearly all levels
of play. From the endless base-
ball strike to the annoying
hockey lockout to the cutting
of a pair of men’s teams close
to home in Charleston, sports
are unraveling everywhere.
We didn’t have these prob-
lematic situations in our pre-
teen days, other than the
annual beef from a parent over
the fact that their son was
being forced to bat in little
league behind Jennifer, the
team’s best hitter and short-
stop.
That’s what used to be the
typical male/female dilemma
in athletics – a girl playing a
sport with a bunch of boys.
Now it’s turned to capping ros-
ters, cutting teams and athlet-
ic opportunities for only a few.
“Hey, you playing football
with us today?”
“Sure. When?”
“After school. 3:15 on the
softball field.”
If you wanted to play, you
played. If you were good
enough, you started. If you
were really good, maybe the
principal would mention your
name over the loudspeaker in
school.
Back then, basketball sea-
son started in September and
ended in late February, sand-
lot football was played during
the months in-between and
baseball lasted from early
April to late August.
It’s a little different today. In
college, and even some high
schools now, it depends what
gender a person is as to
whether he or she gets to play
a sport, and that’s if that sport
even exists at a particular uni-
versity.
A wrestling team here could
be cut. A swimming team here
could be cut. And women’s
sports aren’t being added
because of an overwhelming
response to play, but for rea-
sons enacted upon by
Congress. 
The bottom line is this:
we’ve lost control of the rea-
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Both sides of the story
Photo illustration by JOHN COX/Staff Photographer
As wrestling and men’s swimming traditions fade away, women’s soccer will become the focus of Eastern athletics next year.
While David Pena (left) may be wrestling in his final season at Eastern, Beth Brown (right) and the women’s soccer team will start
their inaugural season next fall. All three sports have been and will be largely affected by national Title IX gender equity laws,
both for better and for worse, in the coming months. As opposite as black and white, there are definitely two sides to this issue.
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
A Daily Eastern News
reporter broke the news in
November to Eirik Gustaf-
son, who saw the whole
thing coming.
“I heard it over the phone
from (DEN reporter Robert)
Manker,” Gustafson remem-
bers. “I was really stunned.
So much was going through
my head. It’s kind of like
your dad calling you and tel-
ling you that your grandma
just died.”
But Gustafson saw the
signs of the sporting apoca-
lypse: a new athletic director
and an investigation by the
Office of Civil Rights in Feb-
ruary of 1993. Wrestling and
men’s swimming were on the
bubble.
“Me and Gus kind of
heard about it first and he
predicted it,” wrestler and
roommate Chad Surles said.
And when the bubble
burst, it left two coaches,
and two teams, in a “daze.”
“I remember coming home
and telling my roommate
Chad, and he just sat there
in a daze,” Gustafson said.
“That was one of worst days
I’ve had in a long, long time.”
And had Doug Habben, a
freshman 200-meter inter-
mediate and freestyle swim-
mer, known that his pro-
gram was going to be cut,
he’d be an Iowa State Uni-
versity Cyclone today.
“I wasn’t aware (that the
program was going to be cut)
before I came here, and that
would’ve affected my deci-
sion,” Habben said.
Habben, one of the few
athletes that plays another
sport at Eastern, said that
the decision is “upsetting,”
but that he also has baseball
to fall back on.
“I was at baseball practice
when (swimming coach) Ray
Padovan told me to come see
him after practice,” Habben
said. “We talked one-on-one
and when he told me that
the guys’ team was getting
cut, my mouth dropped open
in disbelief.
“It upsets me. As I under-
stand it, Title IX is not there
to take away and cut men’s
teams and replace them with
girls’ teams. One thing I
don’t understand is that if
girls aren’t going out for the
teams, I don’t see how they




Muir can’t wait for Eastern’s
first season of women’s soc-
cer to kick off next fall.
While Muir anticipates
the chance to play soccer col-
legiately, she gets angry
when hearing other students
bash her program for the
possible  elimination of Eas-
tern’s wrestling and men’s
swimming teams.
“It’s not the girls’ fault
that the university doesn’t
have equality,” said Muir, a
midfielder from Springfield.
“I don’t think it’s fair that
some people are upset be-
cause of girls soccer. Things
haven’t been fair for a long
time.”
While many coaches and
players detest Title IX gen-
der equity compliance, Title
IX must be enforced to
ensure that female athletes
have the same liberties their
male counterparts have
always enjoyed.
Title IX has existed since
1972, but has only recently
become an issue on the colle-
giate level with many nation-
al schools being forced to add
women’s teams or drop some
men’s teams to fall into gen-
der balance.
If it wasn’t for Title IX
compliance, Muir knows
Eastern probably wouldn’t
even be starting its women’s
soccer program next fall.
And to further that,
women’s soccer coach Steve
Ballard would not have a job
here.
“If you look at the number
of women’s soccer programs
that have been added all
over the country, it’s unbe-
lievable,” said Ballard, who
took over the program late
last semester. “There’s lots of
interest in Eastern now
because we have two soccer
programs.”
Despite strides by Eastern
administrators and Office of
Civil Rights officials to make
Eastern comply with gender
equity, Ballard warns this
process won’t magically hap-
pen overnight, especially in
women’s soccer.
“We’re never going to have
a budget like the ACC or Big
Ten schools, but we have
other assets that’ll make us
winning teams,” Ballard
said. “Right now, I’m content
with where I’m going with
‘Title IX is not there
to cut men’s teams.’
‘Things haven’t been
fair for a long time.’
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor
One week ago, on February 2, sopho-
more guard Johnny Moore poured in a
career high 32 points as Eastern beat
host Tennessee-Martin in a non-confer-
ence contest.
And Moore scored 27 points against
the Racers earlier in the year in a game
at Lantz Gym. Both totals are team
highs this season.
“Sometimes you have good nights,”
Moore said. “You make
your first few shots
and things seem to
click.”
Things are definitely
clicking for Moore, who
has turned into a solid
performer for the Pan-
ther basketball team
this season.
Moore came off the
bench in that game
last week, playing 27 minutes. Math
majors could easily figure out that he
averaged more than a point a minute.
Then why, some ask, is Moore coming
off the bench?
The answer is simple. Moore is play-
ing behind three-year starter Derrick
Landrus, who leads the team in scoring
(15.4 points per game) and has started
72 straight games.
So is the bench role hard for Moore?
“It’s not hard for me because whenev-
er I’m in, I just do what I have to do,
He’s improving Moore and Moore
Panther guard providing major scoring punch off the bench
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